JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The following word-list of 446 words and forms were all collected by Mr Speck during the last year at Mohegan, Conn., chiefly from Mrs Fielding, and submitted to Professor Prince in Mrs Fielding's spelling. In arranging these words into a glossary, all the work of which was done by Professor Prince, it has been thought best for sentimental reasons to adhere to Mrs Fielding's orthography, imperfect as it is. Her system is undoubtedly that of the few white men and educated Indians who tried to write the Pequot language while it was still a living idiom. The proper pronunciation of each Pequot word as uttered by Mrs Fielding is given in parentheses, in accordance with the following method: Of the vowels, a = a in "father"; d = aw in "awful" ; = ayin "may"; -=e in "met"; -=i in "machine"; I=i in "pin"; 5=o in "note "; c-=oin "not"; =--u in "rule"; a=--u in "but"; U = oo in "foot." The apostrophe (') = a short indeterminate 2z-vowel. The consonants have the English values, except that g is always hard as in " go "; final -kw = kwzn, with a very short final vowel; a= nasal n as in French final n ; I = sh. The combination tsy is to 18 be pronounced with a slight palatalization after the sibilant. The inverted comma (') indicates a light rough breathing similar to the Arabic medial He.
The Narr. had another stem to denote this numeral, i. e. enada seven. TULEPAS turtle (tz2'Wipas)= Abn. tolba; Old Abn. turebe. This stem is not in Natick.
NICHIE my brother (nichi'

